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La Salle Triumphs
In Ope ning ~l eet
With Osteopa thy

LA SALLE COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA, PA., MAY 6, 1932
DEBATERS DISCUSS
PLANS FOR FUTURE

l ..a Salle Spons ors
Large st So c ial
In If s History
.

ORAL EXAMINATIONS
ON FRIDAY, MAY 20

TEN CENTS

Broth e r f;. lleJix
Attend s Meefing
A t H a rris burg

Candidates for Degrees Will Be
Constitution To Be Adopted and
Questioned on Work of
Name Decided For College _
· Entire Course.
Debatin•g Club.
Card Party and Dance at ConExplore1·s Captul'e Eleven Firsts
Representatives of Colleges in
vention Hall Was Grand
To Annex Trophy Given
State Meet to Discuss TrainSuccess.
On Friday, May 20th, the Seniqrs
The Debating Club which has been
By Dr. D'Eliscu.
ing of Teachers.
La Salle track team opened its season with a decisive win over Oste. 'r fi Id Th
opa th y on W est C ath o I1c ,, e ..
e
boys amassed a total of 98 points to
win the silver loving cup presented by
Dr. Francois D'Eliscu, a member of
the faculty at Osteopathy.
Bernie McCool was the outstanding
figure of the day taking first place in
.
four events for a total of 20 points.
Bernie stepped high and fast to
capture the honors in the high and
low hurdles, broad jump and high
jump. H e leaped ; ft. 5 in . to win
the high jump and 20 ft. 10 1-2 in.
to merit his position in the broad
jump. ·
Floyd Bythner, who showed his
track ability in the interclass meet a
few weeks ago, proved that he has
been employing his time well since
then for he came second to Bernie in
scoring with a total of 12 points.
Bythner gave what was probably the
outstanding single performance of the
day by doing the 100 in ten seconds
flat. This was better time than he has
ever made in practice and Coach Taggart was very well pleased. The darkhaired flash also took first place in the
(Continued on Page 'Three)

M o d r r n Seien ee
Cannot Expla in
M ystic Wound s
Stigmatist of Konnersreuch Has
Fasted Five Years: Receives
Communion Daily.
Dr. Peter J. Latz writing in the
"Denver Catholic Register" of a personal visit to Teresa Neumann, the
Bavarian stigmatist, declares that it is
impossible to explain on natural
grounds the phenomena connected
with the stigmatic manifestation.
Theresa Neumann, the mystic of
Konnersreuth, who in five years has
taken neither food nor drink except
the Sacred Host, suffers a loss of blood
every Friday and endures excruciating
agony. The medical aspects of the
case as discussed by Dr. Latz through
the Rev . Frederick M. Lynk, S.V.D.,
of Evanston are published in the
"Register" as follows :
"In my repeated visits at Konnersreuch, both lasting four or five
days I had ample opportunity to speak
with Theresa Neumann, alone and in
the presence of others, and with the
kind permission of her Bishop, Dr.
Buchberger, of Regensburg, to suffer
almost all the phases of her ecstatic
suffering. I also had extended conversations with her pastor, Father
Nabor, in which I learned many things
that had been unknown to me before.
I believe that I can say that while at
Konnersreuch I did all I could to observe the condition of the stigmatic
and am in a position to form an independent judgment on the case. ·
"It is not my purpose to describe
the moving scenes which occurred before my eyes, since that has been
done many times before. My purpose
is to voice my opinion as a physician.
"Why have the occurrences at Konnersreuch aroused the interest of the
entire scientific world? Why are
those happenings subject to such
violent attacks, suspicious, and distortions? Because there happenings do
not admit of any physiological ex(Continued on Page 'Three)

recently reorganized will hold its third
meeting today at 2:30 o'clock in room
205'. ' All members who are in attendance will be considered charter
·
·
mem bers. 0th ers d estrous
of becoming
enrolled will have to be voted in. This
decision was reached at the last session
of the Club, three weeks ago today.
At that time a committee, comprised
of Messrs. McTear and Shea, proposed
a set of by_-laws_ for the organization.
After a d1scusswn on the proposed
regulations, several modifications were
offered. The final vote on the constitution, however, was held over until
today.
The members decided that there
would be no election of officers this
year. The appointment of a temporary chairman and secretary was left
to Professor Tolson, faculty advisor of
the debaters. Edward V . Stanton was
( Continued on Page 'Three )

will be examined by the Faculty at
The long-heralded and much dis- , the annual Oral Examination of
A meeting of the Association of the
cussed ~ard Part: and Dance, dated Candidates for the Degree. Each De- College Presidents of Pennsylvania
A J 29 h
f
was called by the Secretary, George
f
~r pn
t • is now a matter o partment H ead has the privilege of Omwake, President of Ursinus Colh1story. The combined effo~s of La questioning the candidate on any topic lege, on W ednesday of last week.
Salle College, the W est Ph1ladelph1a of importance in his field. The ques- Over forty members of the A ssociation
Catholic High School and the tions are generally of the topic variety. responded . to the roll, representi ng
Christi an Brothers' Commercial The student. forced to assemble his every section of the State. Brother
School brought about the realization knowledge gained through many Felix, of the La Salle Faculty, repl~ced
of what was most likely the greatest courses, and scattered over a span of Brother Alfred, . whose precarious
event of its kind in Philadelphia. The four years, has an excellent opportun- health pre':'ented his actua_I attendance.
new Convention Hall had been set ity to display his native ability and The m~etmg _was held in ~he State
for the scene of operation, and a his acquired skill. The Faculty quizzes Education Building at Harnsbmg, in
bland, mild, inviting evening lured and listens by turns. After the bar- the rooms of the_ State Council on
all, who had at least a bit of curiosity rage of questions, the candidate retires ~ducatwn . Supenntendent of Educa,
to see how matters would turn out. while the tutors vote on the advis- tion, Dr. Jam es N . Rule, was the
And turn out they did. The vast ability of accepting the subject to the guest speaker of :he oc~asion, and
pre5:nted _the question at issue to the
building was filled with a happy academic de~ree._
throng of loyal supporters of the . This examinatwn takes phce in the consideration of the assem~ly.
schools involved, who expressed their Library at seven o'clock in the evening.
The obJect of the meeting was to
appreciation of the Christian Brothers To date, no audience has been ad- consid~r the best plan to put mto
in a demonstration that swept away initt~d to witness this ordeal "i n which operation a long-chenshed h?pe of ~he
all precedent. The fondest hopes of only the brave survive".
State Department of Educatwn, to 1mthe committees in charge were far
_ __ ___
prove _and. strengthen the courses of
surpassed by the outpouring of eneducat!on 111 those colleges, who make
Seien ti ~ts R e port
thousands who were anxious Scholars hip Tests
a specialty of pre~armg teachers for
On R ecen t Trip thusiastic
to witness the outcome of the evening.
To D e Conductefl future mstructors m the high schools
Shortly after seven, the early arof the State. The_outstandmg feature
To New Y o r k
On M a y 14, 21 of th_e proposed improvement, 1s the
rivals came seeping through the
_ __
ad~1t_1on of one year to the present
Osborne Fossil Collection Among Eervice entrance, forerunners of the
stream that was soon to follow and Sponsors Expect Large Number traim~g cou~se, the best p~rt of which
Exhibit Viewed by
flood the massive auditorium, and
of Entrants From Primary
year is to include practice teachmg
Zoologists.
overflow into the basement. The onand Secondary Schools.
( Continued on Page 'Three )
The members of the science group, coming tide steadily increased until
who visited New York last week, re- every card table on the main floor was
The Scholarship Examinations for
port that they enjoyed their trip and occupied, and additional provisions La Salle High School will be held on Dr.E.DoP,rne nburg
that it was a fine supplement to their had to be made on the stage. Below, Saturday, May 14, in the High School Is Su,i, ested For
course in General Zoology.
These scholarships are
the large cafeteria had been put at Building_.
Nobe l Peaee Prize
Doctor Holroyd took the men to the the disposal of those who are fond donated by Cardinal Dougherty and
Academy of Natural Science, where of the thrill of covering numbers-all aim to foster quest for knowledge
they inspected the Osborne Collection of them, but one-till a more among the elementary school children Head of German Department
Has Published Fom- Books
of fossils. This collection is one of fortunate neighbor cries "Radio". All of this city and the vicinity.
of German Verse.
To qualify for this examination it
the finest to be found anywhere and the popular card games were indulged
is
only
necessary
that
the
pupil
desirbut
bridge
and
pinochle
claimed
in,
the men said that they felt themselves
Dr. Emil Doernenburg, Senior Pro,
well compensated for having made the the largest number of devotees. All ous of participating should be recomfessor
of Modern Languages at La
mended
by
his
eighth
grade
teacher
games
were
grouped
in
different
parts
trip.
Salle College, has been proposed for
of
the
school
which
and
the
principal
of
the
main
floor,
each
group
being
After the inspection of the fossils
the Nobel Peace Prize in Literature
the scientists turned their attention to controlled by a captain, who had a he is now attending. The examina- together with two other German-Amtwo
tests,
one
in
tion
will
consist
in
of
ushers
at
his
disposal
to
mark
corps
the restored remains of the prehistoric
erican poets.
ancestors of the reptile. The largest the tally cards. Some hundreds. of English and the other in Mathematics.
Dr. Doernenburg has published four
The
authorities
are
preparing
to
acstudents
from
the
different
schools
had
of these prehistoric monsters is the
volumes of poetry and a fifth book,
Dinosaurus, the actual measurements volunteered their talent for this office, commodate a large number of students
in manuscript form, has been forward,
of which are sixty-eight feet long by and gave great service to the cause by at these examinations. Last year the
their alertness and expedition in· looR- entire gymnasium was filled with con- ed to the Prize Committee at Stockfifteen feet high.
ing after the wants of the players. testants representing practically every holm who will annol.lnce the winner
An interesting exhibit of reptile
The systematic arrangement of all de- elementary school in.the city and sev, of the Award on, December 10, 1932.
preservation was shown. Some of the
In addition to these works, Dr.
tails resulted in a smoothly working era! from New Jersey.
specimens viewed are protected from
Besides the full scholarships to be Doernenburg has contributed· several
machine, which operated throughout
enemies by their coloring, others by
given a number of partial scholarships literary efforts to the leading German
( Continued on Last Page)
poisonous fangs and numerous other
will be granted to those who show and American magazines of Literature
adaptations given them by nature.
that they are capable students, but not and he is also the author of a book
The knowledge which the men al- CAMPUS IMPROVED
sufficiently advanced to win major on Dickens.
ready have concerning evolution was
BY NEW SHRUBBERY awards.
considerable augmented by a study of
The Nobel Peace Prize was founded
College Scholarship ·
the tree of evolution which is on disby Alfred Nobel, of Sweden, for the
In the past week the exterior apExaminations.
play in the Academy of Natural pearance of La Salle has undergone
betterment of humanity and for the
Science. This tree traces the decent a really remarkable change. Spring The examinations for scholarships to furthering of the Arts and Sciences.
of man from primitive anthropoids by has changed the grass from dark the College will be given on May 21. At his death in 1896 he left nine milcomparing the relative sizes of the brown to the softest of green; the The requisites for qualification are the lion dollars the income of which was
sculls and thus deducing the amount trees surrounding the College have s~me in these examinations as in the to be divid~d into five parts and disof brain tissue which was contained in been covered with foliage, but the high school, namely, that the student tributed annually to those making the
each.
outstanding transformation has been be_ re~ommended by his teachers and most important discoveries in Physics,
The students have studied consider- accomplished by the addition of over pnnc1pal.
. .
.
Chemistry, Physiology and Medicine
The examinations m the College Iand the outstanding achievement in
able about protective coloration and one hundred pieces of shrubbery.
they were given the opportunity of
( Continued on Last Page)
Literature and the Humanities.
This gift was presented by Mrs.
witnessing live specimens of butterflies William H. Doyle, of Berwyn, and
which are excellent examples of this satisfied a long-felt wa·nt, for no matfeature. The display was one of a ter how well-kept the grounds are,
Monarch and a Viceroy. The latter shrubs are needed to soften the sharp
THOUGHT OF THE WEEK
by mimicing the color of the former, corners and to give the proper setting
ARY, Mother of God and our Mother-a title that would
which is never touched by enemies be- for the buildings. It is impossible to
cause of its bitter taste, saves itself place a mere monetary value on gift
be sacrilegious were it not given to us by Christ in the
from being eaten.
waning moments of His earthly life. The month of May,
such as this, showing as it does that
In the Academy there is a device Mrs. Doyle really has the interest and
brightest of seasons, is set apart by the Church for special devotion
for illustrating phototropism.
By betterment of La Salle at heart.
to Mary. Her motherly care attends us throughout the year,
means of a small light which the
manifesting itself on occasions too numerous to recall. Even though
The shipment was composed of
operator focuses on the fly he is able small pine trees, arbor vitae and sevwe wander from the path traced out for us by her Divine Son,
to s1:.e the specimens reactions to that eral varieties of flowering plants which
we are still the objects of her solicitude and the recipients of the
stimulus.
attention which only she can shower upon us. Who would not
have been placed at various points of
During the course of the year a the campus by Mr. Crowley. Several
love such a Mother?
seminar was given, the topic of which of the donated pieces are said to be
the finest of their species.
( Continued on Last Page)
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The boys who visited New York are convinced that Philly
isn't so bad after all. In case the boys walk around the campus
with their heads in the air don't mind them ; it's because of the
tall buildings in New York. "Speak easy during the night",
said one, "or you 'II wake the whole hotel." Believe it or not,
no one was awakened! The proprietor thought the boys were
chemists and not zoologists.
Capitol: Can you tel-a-phone from a mail box?
Frigidaire: Of course not!
Capitol: Gee, anyone knows that.
Osteopathy claims that our track men kicked cinders into
their eyes and that is the reason of our winning the dual meet.
Well, that's what Osteopathy gets for chasing our men around
the cinderpath. Taggart sure did start things that day!

NEWS EDITOR
FRANCIS DEAVER,

One of the kind readers of this column informed the editor
that he thought this to be a puzzle column ; the columnist hid
a laugh in one of the would-be jokes and then it was up to
the reader to decide where the laugh belonged. In case someone
has saved his chuckle, please try to locate the answer to the
puzzle in this issue, and so--

Moderator
Observors on the beaches during the summer months claim
that the girls can handle the "buoys" better than the life guards
can. Leave it to the women to get their man.

~l)ITOl?IAL

One of the students who did not dance although he dances
got a prize awarded to him and now he thinks that he is the
champion "intermissioner". Will someone please tell him that
it is only a non-player's prize? Someone said that the La Salle
students were not on the dance floor all night? That's odd!

TEACHER TRAINING

For those of our readers who enjoy current literature of an
instructive as well as entertaining nature, we recommend
"Scientific Ballyhoo," an article appearing in the May issue of
the Atlantic Monthly.
This essay deals with the methods employed by businessmen
to put their merchandise before the eyes of the public. It shows
the advantage of scientific advertising over the ordinary advertisment as we are accustomed to see it. The article tdls of the
means employed to secure space on the front page of our newspapers rather than on the pages commonly devoted to advertisement.
One of the examples of scientific ballyhoo cited by the
author was that used in boosting the sale of electric light bulbs.
A clever public relations man saw the opportunity presented by
the anniversary of Edison's invention. Instead of plastering the
billboards that line our highways with advertisements for electric
bulbs, this man set about to engineer a celebration that would
demand front page stories in newspapers throughout the world.
Ford and Rockerfeller were invited to the special exercises in
honor of Edison and the final outcome of the tremendous impetus
which this man had given the public mind was a postage stamp
with the electric light bulb on it. The sale of the incandescent
lamp surged ahead by leaps and bounds and yet not one word
of direct advertisement had been used.
Barnum used the same idea years ago when he wished to
make the public's mind conscious of the fact that he had an
unusual midget which everyone should see. He did not erect
hugh sign boards nor did he buy whole pages in the daily
papers. With a keen understanding of the workings of the
public mind he set about to make it aware of the fact he wished
to present without its knowing that it was being made aware.
He rented a mansion, bought a handsome automobile and invited royalty to attend his receptions, at which the midget was
conspicuous. Before long the public was tremendously curious,
Barnum opened his show and dollars flowed into the box-office
like water.
The incidents are many and interesting and are told in a
style that is at once clear and . delightful. Taken as a whole
the article gives an insight into the more psychological aspects
of advertising.

II LOY ALTY AND ACHIEVEMENT II

Joe "Perfume", who works in one of the local stables, said
An important meeting of the heads of the various colleges that one of the horses died of hunger because it wouldn't eat
of the State, giving a course in teacher training, was held at a bit.
Harrisburg on April 27. The purpose of the convention was
to discuss the problem of fitting young men and women for
The " Freshies" big closed dance is approaching. A little
that very exacting duty of training the youth of the nation.
birdie said that the boys were going to play golf in the green
There was one consideration to which the educators devoted that night! Looks as though it will be easier than usual to dance
much time and thought. This idea was that there should be then. " Carry on, for dear old alma mammy, boys!"
a training period of one year to follow the regular four year
"Once upon two times there was a Scotchman who had
college course. According to the plan suggested an aspirant to a little boy. One day the child swallowed twenty-five cents
the teaching profession would, after having obtained his degree, (two bits) , and so the father took him to the hospital and left
attend one of several schools to be named by the Board of him there." The remainder of the story went like this:
Scotchman: Doctor, have you any news for me?
Education. In that school he would receive training in special
Doctor: Sorry, but there isn't any "change" yet.
methods of teaching, but the major part of his time would be
spent in practice teaching in various high schools. This teaching
Cy: When is a cop not a cop?
would be done under observation.
Clone: Ain't I listening?
Cy: When he isn't copping anything.
There are many difficulties to be overcome before this idea
could be carried out, but we are of the belief that the plan is
deserving of a try. In the present day, when everything is
supposed to be done on a scientific basis, it is somewhat contradictory to find that the very persons who are supposed to
inculcate this scientific principle are not themselves scientific
in their work. Enough time has not been devoted to the proper
training of teachers, particularly of those teaching in primary
and secondary schools. The adoption of the plan suggested
at Harrisburg will make it absolutely necessary that intended
teachers be capable persons, well versed in their subject matter
and the methods of presenting that subject matter to their
students. Any flaw will be easily detected while they are teach,
ing under observation.

"Loyalty" and "Achievement" are ideals which should always be in the minds of serious students. What is their application in school life? Let us take each work separately. Loyalty.
What does it mean to us? First of all, we ought to be loyal to
our studies. Secondly, we ought to be loyal to our teachers.
We can show our appreciation for all that they are trying to
teach us, for their time, their patii::nce and their interest in us,
by being courteous, obedient and helpful. Next we should
support our social functions and athletic contests. Boost the
dances by attending them . Support the athletic contests by
cheering for the team not only when victorious, but also when
defeated, for that is when the support is most needed. When
we are outside the school and have occasion, praise the college.
At any rate do not criticize it. If you cannot speak well of
La Salle, say nothing whatsoever.
Until now, most of us have been satisfied with the present.
T o go on, from day to day, accomplishing the little tasks before
us, without peering into the future, has been enough for us.
Now, however, as the year draws near its close, we begin to
Scientists have split the atom. What is this compared see before us, as if through a heavy mist, the dim and vague
to seeing the "Crow" split his tongue? One would have to outlines of the future,- it becomes necessary for us to determine
know the " Crow" to enjoy it, tho.
the course of our next year. We delay as much as possible, but
the more we delay, the more tiecessary does a decision become,
N either : If my boss doesn't retract what he said to me until, if we are not prepared, we find ourselves against the wall,
forced to make a decision which is ofttimes hasty and quite un,
this morning, I shall leave this office.
premeditated. It would, therefore, be far wiser to begin think,
Either: .Why, what did he say?
ing of our next year's work at once. Be not over-hasty; a single
N either: H e told me to look for another place.
error now may mean a spoiled career in the future.

A witty Irishman was refused admission into the garden
by St. Peter in the other world. St. Peter told him that he was
too great a sinner and bade him go away. The man went a little
distance from the gate and then crowed three times like a rooster.
St. Peter at once threw open the gate and cried out: " Come in,
It was argued by the educators that the present plan of Pat. W e 'II let bygones be bygones."
having the student do his practice teaching while taking his
During the war some soldiers put up for a night in an old
regular college course is faulty, inasmuch as he must take conbarn. During the night a skunk found its way into the barn
siderable time from his studies to prepare the lesson which he
and soon made its presence known in its own effective manner.
is to give in his practice teaching. One representative stated Everyone, except a German woke up, and being a gentleman,
that he has overcome this difficulty by dividing his group into each kept silence, not wishing to wake the rest. At last the
sections, each section taking its turn at teaching while the German could not restrain any longer and exclaimed: "Mein
remainder of the group are taking the theory. This plan is a Gott! dis is awful. D ey shleeps und I vakes, and I haf got
good one for the time, but should not be considered as answering to shmell it all!"
the real needs of the future teachers. A ccording to this plan
Charles Dickens says that the _on ly thing which has perone-fourth of the group are absent from the college campus all petual motion is a bill. It would keep on running during the
the time.
longest lifetime, without ever once stoppincr of its own accord.
The idea of an interneship for the teacher is practical and
desirable. It is practical because of the increased ability and
The Battle of Fool's Bluff will soon be here. Three weeks
confidence it would give to persons in the profe ion. Every from now the finals start. Just to think, some of our buddies
will never return for they will be dropped by this terrible
teach er wou Id be experienced bef ore h e too k a position. It is
onslaught of the professors. Some of the boys have a worried
d esira bl e, not on Iy f rom t h e stan d point o f increased e ffi ciency, look already.
but also from the point of view of the teacher himself. This
increased training would place the profession on a higher level
than that upon which it is now placed by the general public.
The natural outcome of this would be an increase in remuneraIN MEMORIAM

After determining our future we must put our nose to
the grindstone to realize our ambition . The ultimate goal must
ever be before us,- never ought we go astray, away from the
path of life which we have determined to follow. We must
know that it requires unflinching courage and unbending deter,
mination to look ever forward to the distant future. We should
so much like to stop for a while on our path, to play in the
glorious spring sunshine,-to wade in the clear brook, babbling
over the rounded pebbles on its way from the snow-clad hills
of its source to the great boundless ocean,- to gaze at the
sparkling stream of life flowing past us while we rest, leaning
against the tottering rails that support the sluggard. But no!
The urge of spring must not be denied ; time for rest and play
the future holds for us in plenty; now that we are able, we
must work.

Be loyal to our friends. Be faithful to them and help them
when they are in need. Speak only good things about them.
N ow let us consider the second part of this motto. Achievement- this means accomplishment or success. T o accomplish
anything, we must first acquire character. In college, better
manners and qualities are required of us that were in high
school. W e muS t learn to set good examples for soon we will
be teachers. Then, secondly, we should strive for perfection
and success in our studies. Success in our studies means a hio-h
standard for our college. T o our parents, it gives happiness,
joy and comfort. Such is not acquired without constant study.
T o achieve success does not mean that we should be deprived of all our pleasures. A great deal of pleasure can be
fou nd in work. Nor does it mean that we dare not smile.
•
• •
•
..
"Far off in dear old Flunkaway, we sympathize Just the opposite,-college has its pleasantries as well as its
.
·
t1on which 1s. needed .111 order to make the pos1t1on of teacher WI•th you, f eII ow mem ber. y ou brave equestnan
who serious side ·
more attractive. It 1s doubtless correct
that
there
are
many
t
t·
h
d
d
·
·
·
•
.
.
.
a a Im~ w en you nee e y_our p~ny most, it failed~
In short- if Loyalty is carried out, the other, achievement,
capable men who do not take t~aching for t~eir ?rofesswn for j you! ~usmg you to be caught m ~~bon. However, your will automatically follow, because Loyalty is means to the end,
bram IS at rest now, so sleep on.
the end itself being achievement.
the very reason that the pecumary reward 1s slight.
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TRACKMEN START SEASON WITH VICTORY
LA SALLE TRIUMPHS
IN OPENING MEET
WITH OSTEOPATHY
( Continued from Page One)
440-yard dash and tied his teammate,
Newman, for second place in the pole
vault.
Larry Maio, former North Catholic
star, gained three second places being
runner-up to McCool in the high and
low hurdles and in the broad jump.
Larry won his heats in the hurdle
. t rme
'
was a few second s
races, bu t h1s
. , M • , d.
s1ower t h an Berme s.
ato s ist ance
h b d
f
in t e roa jump was 20 t.
Mick McAndrews, who has earned
the name of doing something comical
on any and every occasion, would not
allow the day to pass without furnishing a little humor which is always expected of him . The incident appeared
shortly after the boys passed the mile
mark in the 2-mile event. Mick was
running in third place, being led by
his teammate O'Donnell and the
Captain of Osteopathy, but it was apparent that something was cramping
his style. Coach Taggart gave him
the signal to step on it. Mick calmly
stepped off the track, fixed th e shoe
ace which had been bothering him
and went on to win the race with
something to spare.
John Boehmer, former West Catholic t~ack star had little diflic~lty in
annexmg the 880-yard event m the
time of 2 minutes and 10 seconds.
· Boehmer was not hard . pressed and
probably could_ h~ve _clipped .a few
seconds fro~ his time if necessity .had
demanded 1~. La Salle made a clean
sweep of this ev~nt, Joe Meehan a_n d
McAn~rews takmg second and third
respectively.
.
The 220-yard dash was a real thnll.
Cavanaugh got away at the crack of
the gun and lead the field to the 150yard mark where he was passed by
the hard running Albeck, of Osteopathy. As they came into the home
stretch Mark Knox gave everything
he had in an effort to catch the opponent, but had to be contented with
second place being beaten to the tape
by a few inches. Cavanaugh finished
third .
The one-mile, like the half, was a
clean sweep for the "Explorers". Joe
Meehan and Ed McCool got away in
the order mentioned and did not alter
their positions throughout the race.
Boehmer, winner of the half-mile, took
third place in this event.
Cliff Keene, husky Sophomore,
furnished a surprise when he heaved
the shot 40 ft. 3 in. This is five feet
further than Cliff had been able to
toss the weight in his practice tries
and seems that to prove that all he
needs is plenty of good stiff competition. Coulehan took second place for
La Salle in this event with a throw of
38 ft. 9 in. The manner in which the
boys came through in this event was
gratifying and argues well for La
Salle's strength in the field events.
Coulehan showed versitility in the
matter of weight throwing by taking
first place in the discus with a heave
of 11 2 ft . 1 in. Louis Lechner accounted for three points by scoring
second place for La Salle in this event.
Lechner also took second place in
Javelin throw.
This was La Salle's first track meet
of the season and the boys showed
that they have plenty of ability. The
final analysis shows that the representatives of the Blue and Gold took 11
out of a possible 14 first places. Osteapathy took first in the 220, javelin
and the pole vault.
Coach T aggart is worthy of praise
for his splendid work bringing the
boys to their present degree of development. He is confident that if
the boys continue to improve as they
have during the past month that they
will make a very favorable showing at
W ashington, Friday.
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SPORTORIAL
Uneasy rests the head over which
a shovel hangs. Such is our predicament since we made the grave mistake of walking over the newly planted grass seed in front of the College
in view of the caretaker. Ah, but
we're awfully sorry- we won't let
it happen again. What is more, we
are not joyful as we wind our weary
way over the hills of the campus with
d
h d
k
f
d
a spa e over ea ; true s are pre erre !
Jovial "Bernie" McCool has not
yet
d ' hit . his dstride ; hwe
' hare ·somewhat
· h
isappomte over is s owmg m t e
last track meet because he failed to
place in the pole vault. We remember
th e time when "Barney" was a track
team m his own right a nd never
th0 ught th at his capabilities would be
limited to a mere twenty points for
' a ft ernoon ' s wor k· However,
an en t ire
with such men as have been developed
this year by Vince Taggart, "Mack"
can well-affo rd to take th ings ea~y.
W e co_ngratulate th e track team on i_ts
splendid ~ork to date a~d .feel certain
that continued success i~ ~n store for
the lads who wor~ _so willingly under
such adverse cond_itions. Really? could
th at oval be considered a track .
When the football team traveled, to
th e Temple St a~ium a courle of weeks
ago to engage m a practice workout
with Temple University we had an
opportunity of viewing our first football game in years with specs on and
it proved most enjoyab_le. _This g_rid
game seems to be qmte mterestmg
from a spectator's viewpoint and we
are well able to vouch for_the player's
attitude but, say, when did the circus
come to town? In case it has departed,
it might be ~ell to inform th~ owner
thereof that his '.at man attract~on rr:iay
have enrolled m a local umvers1ty.
After seeing the boys in action we ~re
sure of one thing; the La Salle aenal
attack will be heard from next fall .
A recent newspaper article quoted
authorities as saying that professional
football was gaining in favor at the
expense of colleges because Alumni
men were losing interest in undergraduate games. To a certain extent
this may be true, but there is no
evidence of such conditions at La
Salle College. A professional football
game may be the height of perfection,
it may show the finished products at
work, but it is still a very great distance from the object for which col,
leges have long been famous- a strong
competitive spirit, an undying will to
win, and the fire of youth. We do
not think that the professional game
will interfere with the progress which
is being made by college teams for
many years, (if ever) .
"Beef" Cordovan should be a good
fullback if he only learns to keep his
head up and his feet on the ground
while he hits the line. " Beef" is quite
fast for his size and with a little finish
will probably give the spirit of competition a little impetus. However, h_e
will have to go a long way before his
talents are to be compared with those
of "Wink" Gallagher who is our idea
of a fighting Irishman- and everybody
knows what that is!
A little bitd (no, not the "Crow")
has informed us that "Jabby" and
" Big D ave" are not particularly
anxious to have "Lou" drive them
home any more! But the boys are
still the best of friends and aside from
their tonstituting the fat man triumvirate of the campus, their association is gradually taking on the .role
of a meeting of the League of N at1ons.
Of all the 'would-be pitchers and
catchers that congregate on the
quadrangle after class hours, we have
yet to see one who can throw a curve.
As a matter of fact there are few who
can throw a straight ball in any
particular direction . "Nanny" Bradley is the peer of th_e catchers and
when he is not wor~g. ou_t on th_e
quasi pitchers in this v1cm1ty he 1s
catching for Bob Brown's Chew A. A.
and doing a good JOb of it.
And lest you forget, there are only
a few more weeks of school. Better
get to work, boys!

Spring Praetiee
Shows Gridmen
in Fine Shape

MODERN SCIENCE
BROTHER E. FELIX
CANNOT EXPLAIN
ATTENDS MEETING
AT HARRISBURG
MYSTIC WOUNDS
( Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page One)

Conley's Forces Beat Brill's in planation and b e c a u s e modern and other courses directly bearing on
Practice Game; Players
scientific world simply denies anything the work of the future teacher. The
Display Teamwork.
that occurs against the known laws various suggestions presented by the
On laS t F rid ay afternoon the football team brought to a close a very
successful and interesting spring practice session with an intensive scrimmage. Tom Conley's choices were victorious over those of Marty Bri'll by
virtue of an off-tackle slice by big
"Beef' Cordovan who scored the only
touchdown of the afternoon. A confident squad of stalwarts placed their
uniforms in camphor for the summer
and their confidence is mute testimony
of what to expect next fall.
Enthusiasm is high over prospects for the
future and rightly so.
Much improvement was noted over
the squad of last fall. This is due
mainly to the world of experience
gained in one year of competition. The
errors of last Fall were not repeated
because the boys knew what to do to
avoid them and had the confidence to
do it. They were more sure of themselves and therein lies the secret of
future success.
To pick out individuals for their
work would be folly. However the
team which played most of the 'time
last year did the best work. A backfield consisting of Gallagher at full,
back, Lucas or Marshall at quarterback and Knox and Bahr at the
halfback positions with a line comoosed of Farrell and O 'Donnell, ends;
Keane and Berberick, tackles ; Borden
and Bradley, guards, and Furrer · at
center was the best lineup. It was
this outfit that featured the scrimmage
against T emple University and held
them time and time again. Their of,
fensive was spotty, but proved that
there is much potential yardage and
power gradually coming to the fore.
Against such gigantic opponents the
entire squad gave good accounts of
themselves and gave evidence of a
forward movement in the prospects of
the coming season.
Marty Brill's blocking genius is
gradually becoming a part of the La
Salle backs who performed almost
brilliantly on several occasions. Working on the principle that a chain is
no stronger than its weakest link, the
coaches are endeavoring to smooth off
even the slightest blemish in the path
of the perfect co-ordination they
desire ; they are leaving no stone unturned . The co-operation they received from the players is evidence
that the squad is also in readiness to
give their all for the success of La
Salle. They are going places and
don't want to go alone.

e
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DEBATERS DISCUSS
PLANS FOR FUTURE
( Continued from Page One )
named as chairman for the remainder
of the year with Thomas Shea as
secretary.
In addition to the adoption of the
constitution the matter of° a name for
the Club will be discussed at today's
meeting. A final decision as to whether
there will be a debate this year will
also be reached .

I

Students desiring to enter
sales field during summer
months. Men selected receive special training and
guaranteed contract paying
$18.00 per week for eleven
weeks with opportunity for
extra earnings. Transportation paid to men choosing to
travel. Als01 opening for experienced salesmen desiring
advancement as team captain. Apply 1600 Walnut
Street, Room 1106, 3:30 to
5 :30 P. M., Friday, Saturday and Monday.

I.'.==============:::.!)

of nature.
" Against the laws of nature and
medically inexplicable are the appearances and condition of the wounds,
which do not fester, do not become
inamed, and cannot be healed by any
known means, but remain unchanged.
Furthermore, medically and biologically, it is impossible to explain her
perpetual fast and the increase m
weight up to her normal condition
after her loss of blood in her Friday
suffering. How can a grown-up person, who with the exception of the
Sacred Host, which she receives daily,
does not consume any food whatso,
ever, either solid or liquid, who for
five years has not received a drop of
water, and who every Friday passes
through the most excruciating pains
of body and soul with considerable
loss of blood-how can such a person
live without permanent loss of weight
and health? No physician and no
biologist will be able to explain this
phenomenon.
"Besides these mysterious occurrences there are many other facts
which indicate a contravention of the
natural laws.
" These extraordinary phenomena
are genuine. Intentional .or unintentional deceptions are impossible. The
physicians are facing facts for which
they have no natural explanation. The
majority of the doctors did not attempt any unprejudiced investigation.
Eliminating anything supernatural
from the start, they offered the most
unsatisfactory explainations.
"Take her away from Konnersreuth
to a neutral clinic, has been the
demand of the doctors for years. It
is my opinion that to transfer Theresa
to a so-called neutral clinic would not
bring us a bit nearer a suluLio11. Besides the family doctors, who observed
Theresa, a large number of outside
physicians have had an opportunity
to study her case. No recognized
doctor was forbidden to make all possible observations necessary for a
scientific clarification. And the result?
All attempts to explain things have
failed. Many contradictory verdicts
have proved the impotence of medical
science reguarding these strange, but
authentic facts.
"Theresa Neumann is physically
well and of normal mind . There are
no physicophatic disturbances. Only
( Continued on Last Page )
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many educators present, bearing on
the solution of the problem were carefully considered, and will form the
basis on which possible new legislation
on teacher training will be enacted.
Superintendent Rule was not ready
to state just when such action might
be taken, but he indicated plainly that
nothing would be left undone to bring
the teacher training courses to a plane
befitting the importance of the profession and the best possible teaching
in high schools.
The deliberations of the meeting
occupied the greater part of the day
with but slight intermission at noon.
During the recess, Dr. Rule conducted
his visitors through the beautiful
Forum of the Education Building,
richly decorated with historical mural
charts, and ornamented with a ceil'ing
device in which the exact reproduction
of the heavens is indicated in electric
stars of corresponding ma:gnitude.
During the afternoon session, opinions
were freely spoken on the subject
under discussion.
The general consensus was favorable to the proposed movement, but
m a n y practical difficulties were
brought to light, which would impede
an early realization of the measures
in view. A plan was offered in which
the graduate of a liberal arts course
in education would undergo an "interneship" somewha,t similar to that
followed by the graduate of a medical
college. The plan seems foi.sible, but
its details will be worked out by a
committee of seven, who will study
the details under existing conditions,
and will report to the Association at
its next regular session.

NEW BOOKS
Declining Liberty and Other Essays
John A. Ryan, D .D .
Recent Advances in Physics (NonAtomic )· .... . . . . F. H. Newman
Savonarola . . . . . . . Piero Misciatelli
Tramping to Lourdes .. John Gibbons
The Bow in the Clouds
E. I. Watkins
Introduction to the Literature of
Education . .. . Frasier Armentrout
Kant's Kritic of Pure Reason
]. M. D . Meiklejohn
Light and Color . . . .. R. A. Houston
A Treatise on Light .. R. A . Houston
Rome and the Romans
Grant Showerman
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EDWARD CLOTHES·
Now

you may enjoy
the luxury of an Edward customtailored Spring Sui! at an emphatic
saving over last year's price. And
you may choose from the most
beautiful line of imported and domestic woolens on the market.
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SCIENTISTS REPORT
SEEN FROM ·
LA SALLE SPONSORS
Catholic Educators ~ROTHERS' FOUNDER
ON. RECENT TRIP
THE CROWSNEST
LARGEST SOCIAL
Hold Con e ,·
.PROFESSED MODERN
IN ITS HISTORY.
·
V D IOU
EDUCATIONAL VIEWS
TO NE.W YORK
I

Plea Against Education: The fel( Continued from Page One)
Papers Presented on Topics Conlow who can say 'Tm broke" in
cerned With Training of
thirty-seven languages isn't a bit more the ranks of the thousands of players,
Catholic Youth.
popular than the lad who can say it without the slightest semblance of con--fusion.
in only one.
The thirteenth annual meeting of
Promptly at nine, the leader of the
Alice confided to us that she thinks Meyer Davis Orchestra raised his the Catholic Educational Association
baton, a_nd from that · moment until was held at Marywood College, ScranM oose Keane is "just too cute for
one in the morning, the halls of the ton on last Friday. Mass was celewords."
upper floor resounded to the inviting brated by the Right Rev. Paul A.
strains of the best music, and restless Kelly, V.G., and the delegates were
Bill Gillen is "musclin' in" on Pat f eet followed the flowing rhythm of welcomed by the Rt. Rev. Bishop
Dooley in th e Marie Larkins Case. resistless tempo. Ere long the great O'Reilly.
ballroom was filled to capacity, and
The Rev. John J. Featherstone,
"Soft Lights and Sweet Music" many a pair was kept on the side lines, president of the association, was
Coverdale who writes under the nom waiting for an opportunity to slip into chairman of the opening session at
de plume of Sayme Sunshine went a narrow gap, to "pass the hours with Marywood College. The meeting was
to New York last week on the trial flying feet."
attended by the Right Rev. John J.
of a rare adjective, but on catching up
Then there were prizes-by the Bonner, D.D., diocesan superintendent
with his quarry he found that he hundreds; yes, over twelve hundred of schools; the Right Rev. Monsignor
couldn't pronounce it so the trip was of them, arranged in gorgeous display, William P. McNally, Ph.D., rector
made in vain.
commanding the attention of every- of Roman Catholic High School ; the
one. The entire orchestra stage on the Rev. Leo D. Burns, D .D., assistant
"Rasin" Curran asked a girl if she main floor was literally covered with superintendent of schools, together
could learn to like him and she coyly prizes for bridge and "500" , while with Christian Brothers and teaching
replied: "Well, I learned . to roller three other large booths were loaded Sisters from Philadelphia.
with gifts for the lucky winners in
Among the principal subjects disskate."
other games. The large number of cussed at the convention were: Cath·Marcel Sussman tells me that these firms who contributed to this collec- olic Action, Guidance of Youth, and
girls who look like a million dollars tion could be well assured that their problems of the schools. The matter
are just as hard to make. I second offerings were exhibited to great ad- of Catholic Action was given convantage.
siderable time by the educators and a
the motion.
To bring such a brilliant evening's special paper on "Education for Cathentertainment to the height of achieve- olic Action" was read by the Rev.
Thought For The Weak (Minded) .
ment required no little planning and Alouin Tasch, O .S.B., dean of St.
The fellow with money to burn
careful forethought, particularly on Vincent's College, Latrobe, Pa.
soon finds a match.
Brother Clementian, head of the
the part of those who filled the
responsible positions. Unstinted praise English Department at West PhilaHenry Close is "Jerry" busy these is due to the large number of delphia High School for Boys, presentdays despite rumors to the contrary. ladies and gentlemen who gave weeks ed a paper entitled "Intensive vs.
of their time, and untold energy to Extensive Reading in High School
True Story: A few days ago a complete the necessary details. Mr. Literature Courses".
friend invited Burgoyne to spend a Walter J. Dorsey assumed the generalLa Salle College was represented at
week with him next Easter, so in order ship of the entire campaign, and his the convention by Brother Lucian,
that the engagement wouldn't slip his remarkable leadership again scored a Dean.
alleged mind, Lou· made a memo of it signal success.
·T he programme was as foIlows:
on a dollar bill.
A number of hard working com- Friday Morning.
mittees were at his disposal, and these
9- Mass, st · Peter's Ca th edral,
Since it was reported that one of responded admirably to the demands
our Sophs was concentrating on a made upon them . To the untiring, celebrant, the Rt. Rev. Paul A. Kelly,
Titian from a near-by College, the unselfish and devoted labors of these V .G ., P.A .
.
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Question: What color dye are the memora ble occasion.
"
.
o t em part1,
girls buying?
cularly, and to all who in any way
10-_Pal?,er
Catholic Trends m
aided in promoting the success of the Education , the Rev. . Joseph A.
Deaver has the idea that he's "hot evening, by selling tickets, by soliciting Wehrle,_ s .i:.D., supenntendent of
stuff" so to be on the safe side, he or donating prizes, or by listing their schools m Ene, Pa.
11 .15-Appointment of committees
hangs around Carbona because (he- names on the program of patrons, the
warmest appreciation and deepest and registration.
she-it) is non-inflammable.
thanks of the Brothers is extended.
12.00- Recess and luncheon.
Brother Joseph says he doesn't mind
The following officials appeared ;Jn Afternoon.
the fellows looking at their watches in the program, representing the commitI-Paper "The Guidance of our
his class, but he does wish they would tee members from La Salle College: Youth", Harold L. Holbrook, assistant
not hold the time pieces to their ears Dr. John B. McGee, General Vice• director in charge of guidance, Deto see if they 're running.
Chairman. Tic~et Committee, Mrs. partment of Public Instruction, Har.John B. McGee, Mrs. D . George Say, risburg.
The sixteen pound shot is missing. bolt, Mr. Louis Lechner, Mr. Joseph
2- Paper "Education for Catholic
Some say that one of our tackles Kenny. Patron Committee: Mrs. Action", the Rev. Alcuin Tasch,
wanted to play marbles.
George Hill, Mrs. J. Van Sten, Jr., 0 .s .B., d ean, St . v 1ncen
· t's C oIIege,
M rs. G eorge Koehi er. P rize C om- Latrobe, Pa.
Is it true that Herb Sussman mittee: Mrs. Arthur McLaughlin,
3- Paper "Character Education
imitates a homing pigeon when a cer- Mrs. Charles O'Brien, Mrs. John
Through
Study Habits", the Rev.
tain brunette from Jersey gives the Taggart. Refreshments Committee:
love call?
Mrs. Esther Sheridan, Miss Delia Francis A. McNelis, S.T .D., superLarner, Mrs. Mary McCrane. The intendent of schools, Altoona, Pa.
General Committee: President, Mrs. Saturday Morning.
On Saturday morning the DepartFrank D . Bliss, Vice-Pres., Mr.
MODERN SCIENCE
mental meetings were held. The
Charles
J.
McGlave
;
Secretaries,
Miss
CANNOT EXPLAIN
programme for those interested in colMYSTIC WOUNDS Teresa Hoelzle, Mrs. Charles Mc- lege work and problems concerning
Glave. Mrs. Kathryn Berberich, the
Misses Berberich, Mr. and Mrs. Frank higher education was as follows:
( Continued from Page One)
D . Bliss, Mrs. J. Crowley, Mrs.
The Very Rev. James H . Griffin,
intentional blindness can accuse her of Walter Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. E. O .S.A., chairman, president, Villa,
being morbid. I cannot see at all how P. Henry, Mr. and Mrs. George Hill, nova College, Villanova, Pa.
·nvestigations in a neutral clinic could Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kenny, Mrs. J.
9- Paper "General Status of the
bring different results. The prejudice Kerit, Mr. and Mrs. George Koehler, Professional Preparation of Teachers
against anything that happens against Mr. and Mrs. L. Lechner, Mrs. John in the Parochial Schools of Pennsylthe laws of nature would paralyze the Lynch, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mc- vania," the Rev. Raymond V. Kirk,
mvestigation and facts would be Glave, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mc- C.S.Sp., dean, School of Education,
denied because they could not be ex- Laughlin, Mr. and Mrs. Harry G. Duquesne University, Pittsburgh.
plained. It is not at all likely that Roth, Mrs. John Taggart Mr. and
our naturalistic scientists would bow Mrs. J. Van Sten, Jr., Mr'. and Mrs.
their heads before these facts and ad, , Peter Young, Mr. Vincent Taggart.
mit their incapacity to explain them .
"It
my _convictio?, born of _the SCHOLARSHIP TESTS
close mspect1on of m~ontrovert1ble
TO BE CONDUCTED
facts, that the happenmgs at Konnersreuth cannot be explained by any
ON MAY 14, 21
WILSON'S
natural cause. It is not within the
(Continued from Page One)
provence of a doctor to go any
Quality
further. The final verdict must be will consist of a general test of the
given by the ecclesiastical authorities student's knowledge of English gramMEATS and POULTRY
and representatives of the science of mar and literature, a mental aptitude
test and a test in Mathematics.
mysticism."
1337 W. OLNEY A VE.
The doctor had some trouble in
The participants in the competition
reaching Theresa as he had left all his last year, although not equal in numPhone, Hancock 3035
papers at Cologne. He had to wire bers to those in competition for the
for these. The doctor was greatly high school awards, were nevertheless
surprised to find that Theresa knew rather numerous. Every Catholic high
all about his troubles when he got school in the city was represented and
there and praised him for having over- the same condition is expected to obcome them.
tain this year.
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(Continued from Last Issue)
on it with other eyes. The poor were
to be snatched from ignorance and
vice, as brands from the burning ; the
little ones for whom Christ had suffered, were not to be allowed to
perish. The best masters were not
too good for the work. Believing so,
he acted accordingly. He distributed
his goods among the poor and lowly
t h at he migh t become one o f t hemselves. But his labors were not to be
confined to them exclusively. The
service of so good an education would
prove of equal advantage to the rich.
A test opportunity presented itself.
But there was this difference: He
sought the poor; the rich sought him.
James II of England, fled crownless
to France. Fifty youths, principally
from Ireland, shared his exile with
him. Louis XIV not only received
them as became a king, he resolved
that they should have an education
worthy of France and royalty. He
accordingly confided them to St. de La
Salle.
In this new field of labor, the great
educator's success was equally signal.
James II visited the boarding school
where the young men were cared for
and "testified, in the most honorable
terms, his gratitude to the Venerable
de La Salle." But it was in the
magnificent boarding school of St. Yon
that La Salle showed his keen sense
of the requirements of the day, and
proved himself a great educator. In
his time, the idea of a college was a
school in which youth spent a life,
time learning the ancient classics and
in fitting themselves fo~ the industrial
and commercial pursuits of life. La
Salle saw the ev1l, and undertook to
remedy it. For this end, he traced
out ~or his disciples a special ylan ?f
studies, such as had not existed m
France. He established a system of
polytechnic schools. At St. Yon, he
mapped out a course of studies that
was over two centuries in advance of
its time.
All parts of the course were not
obligatory. Each student could pursue
that which his parents desired, or
which was considered most useful for
his after-career in life. It was the
system of elective studies. "The prefect of the boarding school," says one
of the rules laid down by the Founder,
"ought to consult the parents; he shall
make known to his colleagues the nature of the special studies they require
for the children, and shall agree with
them upon the time appointed for
them ." Everything was admirably
conducted. The school was crowded.
Thus -it is that de La Salle anticipated the wants of his own and succeed-

( Continued from Page One }
was the white ants. The men saw a
concrete example of what they had
heard in this seminar in the exhibit
of lsoptera. This collection of white
ants showed the stage of colonial development to which they have come.
After seeing all that the academy
had to show them in reference to the
animals which they have studied this
year the scientists went to the
aquarium .' Here they saw a splendid
example of what is known to scientists
as commensalism. At the aquarium
there is a Smooth shark living in commensalism with a Sucker shark. The
latter is only one-twentieth the size
of the former and gains his sustinance
by catching the food particles which
drop from the mouth of the Smooth
shark,
ing times, and energetically devised
means to supply them. Above all, he
was solicitous for the religious and
cultural formation of the characters
of the students. In his schools they
breathed a religious atmosphere that
penetrated the inmost folds of their
"Celebrated men of Germany", wrote
unfaithful to the traditions which he
has left them as a precious inheritance.
hearts, and tinged their thoughts, their
deeds, their life.
( Completed in N_ext Issue)
IMPORTANT
Mrs. Lechner wishes to
urge all those selling chances
on the handbag to make returns as soon as possible.
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